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2 to 6 Years

FUNCTIONS
I.

2.

ON/OFF SWITCH
Slide to turn on or off. Kitty keyboard turns off
automatically to conserve batteries—you’ll
hear it start pu-r-r-r-r-ing when it goes to sleep.
VOLUME CONTROL
Left arrow lowers volume. Right arrow increases it.

3. TEMPO CONTROL
Left arrow slows music down.
Right arrow speeds things up.
4.

RECORD & PLAY BACK FEATURE
Press record. When red light comes on, any
tune you play will be recorded (up to 50
notes). Record until light starts blinking.
Press play to hear your recording.
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5. RETRACTABLE CORD BUTTON
Push button to retract the microphone cord.
6. BEAT SOUNDS
Typical beats for 5 styles of music.
7.

MICROPHONE
Amplifies voice so child can sing along
to keyboard or pre-recorded songs.

8. CAT SONGS
7 feline renditions of popular children’s songs.
Press cat
button again to jump to next song.
9. STOP BUTTON
Stops whatever is playing. Ends record/replay
sequences, beat sounds, children and cat songs.
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I0. CHILDREN’S SONGS
20 pre-recorded melodies. Press clef
button again to jump to next song.
II. INSTRUMENT SOUNDS
4 different instruments give their sounds
to the piano keys.
I2. MEOW!
keyboard into a kitty concert. Every note
gets played in “meow.”
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REPLACING BATTERIES
4 AA (1.5V) BATTERIES INCLUDED

or rechargeable (nickel-cadmium) batteries.
earth911.com to
quickly find the recycling center nearest you.

electromagnetic interference. Simply turn it back on
again to reset.Change location if problem persists.

B. curious. (Curiosity does
not harm the Meowsic.)
Visit mybtoys.com. If you have any
questions, comments or you just want
to play us a song, call us (toll free).

I-866-665-5524
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